Everything that we offer meets
exceptional standards for quality of
light, reliability, compliance and
availability.

Acuity Brands is a market-leading
industrial technology company.

a·light is… optical elegance |
architectural integration From simple
“elements” products that make singular
statements of form and light…to
complex “integrations” solutions of
precise row lengths, patterns and
unique mountings that integrate
luminaires seamlessly into the built
environment through specifier
collaboration.

Standard, modified and custom
solutions used in large spaces such as
offices and hotels.

The Alora collection embodies the
philosophy that illumination can be
achieved through beauty and creativity.

ALPHABET Lighting is an American
manufacturer of high-tech, spec-grade
commercial an architectural light
fixtures.

ALVA provides the industry’s highest
performance LED wall sconces and
surface luminaires featuring best-inclass energy-efficiency, longest rated
life times, and robust architectural resin
decorative shade material.

Our products are engineered to be high
quality, customizable lighting solutions
at an affordable price for lighting
specifiers and consumers alike.

American LitePole is a national provider
of competitively-priced, high quality
steel and aluminum poles used in a
wide variety of applications ranging
from small street lighting poles to high
mast and sports lighting standards.

Ameron manufacturers pre-stressed,
spun-cast concrete street lighting poles
for both modern and traditional
applications, which include both
standard and custom specifications.

Amico Corporation, founded in 1974,
designs, manufactures, and markets a
broad range of products for virtually
every department in the health care
facility.

With over three decades of lighting
design experience, Apure was founded
in 2013 to identify and develop
innovative and state of the art lighting
solutions without sacrificing aesthetics.

Designer and manufacturer of
customizable LED lighting fixtures,
nationally distributed for entertainment,
academic and religious venues.

LELU™ is a built-to-order, UL approved
exit sign.

Artemide was founded by Ernesto
Gismondi and Sergio Mazza in 1959.

ASL is America's premier lighting
manufacturer, dedicated exclusively to
the production of GREEN lighting.

Here at Axis, our focus is on creating
architecturally sensitive, highperformance, energy-effective
luminaires for general, ambient, task,
and architectural applications in
commercial and institutional spaces.

BalancedCare™ luminaires support
patient wellness without compromise.

Barbican designs, manufactures and
distributes commercial interior and
exterior lighting and architectural
products throughout North America.

Barrisol Light uses a Barrisol
translucent sheet illuminated by a
higher source of light. It then becomes
possible to play with the light intensity
due to a system of light variation.

We illuminate what matters by
approaching product design as
innovators, not followers.

The Beghelli Group offers a variety of
products including emergency lighting,
photovoltaic systems and electronic
domestic, industrial and urban safety
and security systems.

As a forward-looking luminaire
manufacturing company, Beta-Calco
spearheads the development,
production and marketing of a wide
range of architectural luminaires.

As a NASA spinoff, BIOS is a biologyfirst company.

B-K Lighting + TEKA Illumination is
dedicated to providing the lighting
industry with the most dependable
products that have been innovatively
engineered and beautifully designed to
meet both residential and architectural
needs.

Award-winning suspended and surface
mount luminaires and decorative
lighting systems.

Get about us from manufacturer.

Brightline specializes in enhancing the
presentation of visual images.

Decorative, commercial grade indoor
and outdoor LED lighting.

Bruck Lighting was the first brand of
LEDRA Brands, Inc and has been in
operation in the U.

Calpipe Security Bollards is a division
of Calpipe Industries Inc. Since 1998,
Calpipe has offered the industry’s
broadest range and largest selection of
bollards from our own manufacturing
facilities in Southern California.

Canlet® is leading the way as an
innovative manufacturer of non-metallic
fixtures for the Industrial, Commercial
and Residential market.

Custom made architectural luminaires
and specialty lighting products
manufactured to provide solutions for
Hotels, Casinos, Retail Developments,
Movie Theaters, and Corporate Offices.

Our mission is to develop products
which enable users to deliver the best
possible creative experience for their
customers.

CIRCADIAN Light is a member of the
worldwide CIRCADIAN® group of
companies, bringing health, productivity
and safety solutions to the 24/7
business workplaces around the globe.

CoeLux Srl is a high-tech Company
established in 2009, headquartered in
ComoNExT Technology Park nearby
the renowned Como Lake.

Passionate to inspire creativity and
create emotions with our products.

The culmination of 30 plus years of
experiences and relationships has
spawned the new and exciting Cognito
Lighting Group.

Cole is confidently growing to meet the
needs of the industry.

COOLEDGE IS LEADING A NEW
REVOLUTION IN LIGHTING Cooledge
fuses light with architectural surfaces to
change the way illumination is applied
and experienced.

Creative Light Source is committed to
bring quality in their products and
service to their clients into and beyond
the 21st century.

Crestron creates world-class
commercial lighting control solutions
that utilize leading-edge technology for
scalable, reliable lighting control.

Founded in 1967, Crystal Fountains
Inc. is now a globally recognized leader
in the commercial water feature
industry.

In addition to custom products, Custom
Metalcraft offers its own line of unique
fixtures based on designs developed in
conjuction with prominent architects
and lighting designers.

d'ac is your source for decorative and
accent lighting.

dado Lighting is a manufacturer of LED
lighting systems, and we take great
pride in Innovation, Sustainability and
Made in USA.

Delta Light has developed to become
the market leader and trendsetter in
architectural lighting.

Designplan Lighting Inc. manufactures
high quality products for the indoor and
outdoor commercial and institutional
markets.

Light and Vision are stimulating
senses…our mission is to always
provide the best Lighting Systems to
serve the scope, offering at the same
time the best Value for Money, the
most Reliable Products, great
Performances with High Efficiency
Solutions, and absolute Safety.

As a recognized leader in North
America in terms of sustainable,
integratable control and lighting
products, Echoflex is committed to both
flexibility and functional initiatives.

Ecosense delivers a broad line of highquality, cutting-edge LED lighting
solutions for architectural and
commercial applications.

Since 1952 to the present, Edison Price
Lighting has been designing and
crafting architectural lighting in New
York City.

EELP was founded in 2004 with a
commitment to provide our customers
with quality products and prompt
shipping at competitive pricing
regardless of order size.

Electric Mirror products can be found in
over 90 countries worldwide–more than
all competitors combined.

Since 1986, Eclipse Lighting has been
offering a broad line of affordable
architectural fixtures for indoor and
outdoor applications.

We design and manufacture advanced
linear LED systems for indoor and
outdoor applications, Cove and Indirect
lighting for the architectural lighting
community.

ELEMENT launched as a smartly
engineered line of specification-grade
downlights backed by the best service
levels in the industry, offered at an
excellent value.

Elesi Luce is an Italian company
focusing on decorative and architectural
lighting designs using integral LED
technology.

Elk lighting is a 30 year old business
providing high-style, aspirational
lighting in traditional, transitional and
contemporary designs for projects
worldwide.

Based on a legacy of precise
engineering and advanced design, The
Lighting Quotient is a leading
architectural lighting manufacturer that
takes pride in creating energy-sensible
lighting solutions that do not sacrifice
quality or beauty.

ELP manufactures unique “Hole in the
Wall or Ceiling” fixtures along with high
performance products to light walls,
coves, indirect, video conferencing and
indoor and outdoor pathways or steps.

ERCO illuminates over 3,200 transport
and sports facilities, squares and
monuments worldwide.

Uplight Group "Essentials" collection is
the result of our continued search for
unique lighting designs.

ETC is a global leader in the
manufacture of lighting and rigging
technology for entertainment and
architectural applications.

Since 1987, Eureka, an Acuity Brands
company, has been working
relentlessly to enhance the
environment of the end user with
compelling lighting solutions.

Eurofase carefully considers the
interaction of a lighting fixture with
those who enjoy it.

Today is EXENIA Brand who inherits
from the past not only the
management, but also the long
experience of handcrafting mixed with
industrial technology, who has
characterized the research and the
quality of production in every chapter of
its life.

At Extant, we design and craft
architectural lighting on the west coast.

Established in 1961 in the Venetian
countryside, Fabbian is one of the
premier Italian lighting manufacturers
operating in the modern design sector.

Feelux is known for developing unique
and innovative products for the lighting
industry worldwide.

Now greatly expanded, Feiss continues
to maintain the highest standards for
materials and workmanship.

Finelite, an independent business of
Legrand, has delivered award-winning
innovations in lighting technology,
design, manufacturing, and customer
service for over twenty-five years.

Flos has grown into an international
organization that offers a complete
range of residential, commercial and
even custom-made lighting products.

We assist the design community from
dreams to conceptual drawings to
engineering and manufacturing, using
the latest technologies.

Fluxwerx is a manufacturer of
innovative, high-performance, LED
luminaires for the general lighting of
commercial and institutional spaces,
such as office, education and
healthcare.

Transform your space into a visual
environment that captivates with the
Fresco family of high-performance
lighting controls.

Founded in 1998, Gateway
International 360 has achieved success
in multiple disciplines.

Ghidini Lighting is an Italian
manufacturer of architectural exterior
lighting fittings applied in projects in the
urban, commercial and residential field.

G Lighting has designed and
manufactured fine lighting made in
America since 1908.

At Glint, our mission is to help you
beautifully illuminate spaces for
improved well-being, while consuming a
minimum of space and resources.

Since its founding in New York City in
1938, Gotham®, an Acuity Brands
company, continues to be one of the
most respected names in architectural
downlighting, with a specific focus on
architectural integration, optical
performance, reliability and innovative
manufacturing processes.

GRIVEN World Lighting Challenge of
Italy, a private limited company founded
in 1990, has established itself as one of
the world leading manufacturers in the
architectural lighting market, featuring a
comprehensive catalogue of proven
quality, high reliability and fully
weatherproofed lighting fixtures capable
of offering the industry professionals
the most innovative and alternative
solutions at all times.

Our innovative designs, superior
manufacturing capabilities and in-house
electronics division allow us to design
and manufacture lighting systems that
transform the patient room into an
environment that can aid in the healing
process.

Quality materials, unparalleled design,
and innovation are hallmarks of the
company’s products.

Hi-Lite Manufacturing Company has
been in business since 1958.

Hydrel products are discreet, robust,
and high-performance exterior
luminaires that unveil the nighttime
beauty of structures, landscapes, and
aquatics.

iGuzzini was established in 1958 and
today produces indoor and outdoor
lighting fixtures.

LEX Architectural Lighting offers a
sophisticated collection of pendants,
sconces, flush mounts and portables to
the hospitality industry.

Indessa Lighting is a manufacturer of
decorative, commercial grade lighting
products.

Innovative Lighting, Inc. manufactures
Direct View LED exterior fixtures,
Linear LED light fixtures for cove, under
counter, and indirect applications, and
Custom Dimmable LED Drivers 120V,
DMX 512, and 0–10V.

Inter-lux has curated a collection of
lighting products that represents the
best in design.

Invisua Lighting is a manufacturer of
dynamic LED lighting. Invisua Lighting
develops, produces and sells
innovative dynamic LED lighting
solutions for retail, hospitality and
museums. We make professional use
of dynamic lighting accessible.

JLC-Tech was founded in 2012 with
one singular vision: to create unique
and useful LED lighting fixtures.

Juno® is acclaimed for style, function
and breadth of line.

We’re a custom lighting and metalwork
manufacturer just outside of Vancouver,
BC.

Kirlin is a leader in specification-grade
healthcare and architectural lighting.
Distinguished by over a century of
lighting design expertise, Kirlin delivers
exceptional performance, sustainability,
and value.

Since the inception of Kuzco Group in
2006, our mission in lighting has been
to create cutting edge design using the
latest in LED technology at a price that
is well-priced.

KW earned its recognition as an
innovator in the private sector of the
outdoor lighting industry, pioneering the
use of non-tapered square steel lighting
standards and solving numerous
problems associated with applying
factory finish coatings.

Founded in 2010, Lambert & Fils is one
of the world’s leading contemporary
lighting studios.

Lamp Lighting provides efficient lighting
solutions adapted to the needs of each
project, thanks to its human resources
team, whose many years of experience
and commitment to design and
engineering guarantee their unique
vision and feeling for light wherever
they may be.

Landscape Forms is the industry leader
in integrated solutions of high-design
site furniture and advanced LED
lighting.

LEDScape Lighting LLC is a
manufacturer of LED lighting for indoor
and outdoor use.

FORMING LIGHT™ Since our
inception in 2013 we have established
a reputation as a premier manufacturer
of innovative architectural lighting
solutions for retail, commercial,
hospitality and high-end residential
applications.

Creating comfort in spaces lacking
daylight requires a unique
understanding of the interaction
between light, architectural materials,
and human anatomy.

Sleek modernist architectural and
decorative LED fixtures with
exceptional light output, color and
quality.

Litelab is an internationally renowned
lighting manufacturer, specializing in
custom museum-quality LED and
replacement LED luminaires.

Lithonia Lighting® provides the
broadest offering of quality indoor and
outdoor lighting solutions for
commercial, residential and industrial
applications.

Since 2004, LLI Architectural has
delivered custom spec-grade linear
LED lighting products and extrusions for
interior and exterior commercial and
residential lighting projects.

Studio Italia Design is a leading
designer and manufacturer of lighting
fixtures.

Louis Poulsen is one of the world's
most significant suppliers of
architectural lighting and produces,
markets and sells lighting fixtures to
private consumers and professionals.

LSII’s team boasts over 20 years of
experience in the development and
supply of industry leading solid-state
LED lighting and media solutions.

Luceplan was set up with the object of
creating and producing interior and
exterior lighting and to enhance the
quality of living.

Lucifer Lighting creates precisionengineered lighting solutions focused
on leading-edge technology and
aesthetics, favored by architects and
designers worldwide.

LumenArt creates contemporary
decorative energy efficient fixtures.

Lumenpulse’s distinctive combination
of strong industrial design and
electronics knowhow has enabled the
company to innovate ahead of its rivals
and to offer more options for
sustainable interior and exterior lighting.

Luminaire LED has specialized in
Vandal Resistant Lighting for nearly
forty years.

Luminii’s unique approach to design
and meticulous product construction is
the cornerstone to delivering the very
best lighting solutions to the market.

Luminis, an Acuity Brands company, is
an established manufacturer of
contemporary specification grade
indoor and outdoor lighting products.

Communication.

Luraline Lighting is a 50 year-old fixture
manufacturer with a 30,000 sq.

Lusive Décor specializes in providing
one-of-a-kind custom solutions.

At LUX dynamics, we design and
manufacture energy efficient,
sustainable lighting for high abuse
environments.

As well as providing select standard
offerings, we are the experts at
procuring custom solutions for design
projects of all shapes and sizes.

Mark Architectural Lighting provides
lighting solutions designed to
complement the architecture of the
space through minimalist, designneutral forms and the most advanced
lighting technology available.

Metal Lux is located in the heart of the
Veneto lighting industry district and the
company has proudly reached its 43year business milestone.

Meteor was founded in Industry,
California in 2008 and our vision is to
Inspire the Space Around Us.

From concept, to component and
material selection, to production, our
product quality and your project are our
first priority.

Since 1933, Millerbernd has been an
innovative leader in the design and
manufacturing of custom fabricated
lighting solutions.

Modern Forms, a WAC Lighting
Company, specializes in decorative
and architectural light forms including
pendant, vanity, wall sconce ,
chandelier & outdoor lighting fixtures.

Monte Carlo specializes in trend
inspired, fashion forward ceiling fans
and accessories in a wide variety of
styles, sizes and finishes

Moon Visions Lighting, based in Dallas,
TX, is a manufacturer of the highest
quality landscape lighting bullets, LED
light bulbs, and outdoor lighting
accessories.

Reliable and high-performance
emergency lighting power solutions.

Since 1962, Neri has been a symbol of
excellence in high-end outdoor furniture
and lighting systems in Italy and
worldwide.

New Star Lighting has been a leading
manufacturer of quality driven
luminaires for over 30 years.

Newt began his artistic career in high
school making jewelry.

NIPPO Electric is a 50 year old
Japa¬nese manufacturer of specialty
fluores¬cent lighting.

nLight® is a sensor-based digital
lighting controls solution that offers
wired and wireless lighting controls that
easily connect luminaires, sensors, and
other control devices to create a digital
network that is easy to specify, install,
and own.

NORDEON USA delivers unique
lighting solutions for retail, commercial,
and industrial applications.

OCL is one with the design community.
We provide thoughtful solutions that
deliver artistry in light.

Octavio Amado is a contemporary
design brand envisioning and
manufacturing a wide range of lighting
objects while actively developing
custom designs for large hospitality
projects.

A collection of handcrafted and mouthblown glass pieces made in Italy and
wood and metal pieces from the
Philippines.

Providing unified solutions with
manufacturing consistency from orderto-order, Omnify creates solutions to
match your quality, speed and pricing
requirements.

Organic Lighting designs, develops and
manufactures Solid State LED Lighting
in partnership with the world’s leading
technology companies.

Orgatech focuses on Interior and
Exterior Indirect LED Lighting Fixtures.

For over 75 years, Norwell Lighting and
Accessories has been proud of its
reputation for producing high quality
solid brass interior and exterior lighting.

Oxygen provides statement-making
lighting and ceiling fan solutions for any
commercial or multi-family application.

Pantheon is a new exterior commercial
luminaire and pole brand that brings
added value to our agent partners and
national accounts with a product
offering built to meet market needs and
complete packages with fast shipping
and cost effective products.

Showroom Finland is a Helsinki-based
company whose skilled designers are
in the vanguard of Scandinavian style.

Pathway Lighting Products, located in
Old Saybrook, CT, is an innovative
designer and manufacturer of
specification-grade LED luminaires.

Built on more than a century of
research emphasizing lighting’s impact
on people, Peerless offers unparalleled
aesthetics and performance-driven
illumination that benefits the people in
the space.

Point Lighting Corporation is an FAA
certified airfield lighting manufacturer
that seeks to attain all relevant product
certifications to international standards
for heliport and helideck lighting
systems.

U.S.A. manufacturer of inspired
architectural interior ambient LED
luminaires.

Full-spectrum UV disinfection fixtures.

Q-Tran, Inc. was founded in 1993 in
response to an industry need for
transformers specifically designed for
low voltage lighting. The company has
grown to sell over 300 varieties of
Transformers and LED Power Supply
Centers.

High-quality architectural luminaires.

Rambusch builds custom LED and
standard lighting fixtures, developing
systems for commercial, cultural,
educational, government, religious,
residential, retail and transportation
facilities with a full line of UL-approved
downlights, uplights, accents and wall
washers.

The RELOC Wiring Solutions identity is
built around a standardized typographic
and color treatment.

We are the first company founded as
an acoustic lighting company — a
paradigm shift for the industry.

SACO is a pioneer company, dedicated
to advancing solid-state LED
technology in applications with lighting
and media.

Innovative quality luminaires that stand
out due to their size, design and
performance.

Unique lighting designs handmade in
the Philippines from galvanized iron, a
malleable material which allows
artisans to weave innovative shapes.

The broad spectrum of our SCHMITZ |
WILA product line-up links functional
design and clean aesthetics with
precise and efficient lighting technology.

Schréder is an international lighting
group, specializing in outdoor lighting
and is represented in 33-countries.

Headquartered in Fairfield, California,
Scott Architectural Lighting is a familyowned company, founded on integrity
and high-quality craftsmanship.

The first lighting manufacturer to sell
“light by the meter,” located in
Highland, NY.

SensorSwitch is dedicated to providing
innovative sensor technologies for
energy code compliance and easy
installation.

With over 40 years of experience in
high performance lighting technology,
SGM specializes in maintenance free
IP65/66-rated LED lighting solutions.

All SILL products shall in all respects
meet the same, consistently high,
quality standards - including their
design.

Renowned for its modular design and
its uncompromised attention to details,
Sistemalux has definitely made its mark
as a leader in architectural lighting
products.

When I set up SLAMP, in 1994, my aim
was to create something new in the
Italian design arena: a business that
could offer high quality lamps, where
an artisan’s eye to detail would meet
the excellence of industrial production.

SoftForm Lighting is about illuminating
interiors with our unique, visually
superior, stretched fabric light forms
which, in their standard configuration,
are reminiscent of white fluffy clouds.

Solartoni innovates high quality, new
wave, photovoltaic solar energy
products and systems for buildings and
streetscapes.

At Solas Ray Lighting, our focus is on
the light.

With 30,000+ solar lights installed in the
United States and more than 100,000
globally, SOL is the leading solar
lighting brand in North America.
At Soraa, light matters.

Commercial, institutional, retail,
hospitality and residential lighting.

After leading the LED revolution for
television and motion picture lighting for
over a decade, including lighting major
sporting events, television and sports
broadcast studios, they bring their
technological wizardry to the
SportsBeams Stadium LED 1500.

Founded in 1843, Spring City remains
headquartered in Spring City, PA at
their original foundry.

Our state of the art facility houses the
largest stage curtain sewing room in
the west coast, along side our 15,000
square foot metals and electrical shop.

Founded in 1997 as Starfield Controls,
Starfield Lighting Automation is a
commercial lighting control specialist
offering complete systems and a range
of control components for conventional
and addressable systems.

At Structura, design, engineering and
manufacturing all take place under one
roof.

TacTouch, Inc. designs and
manufactures intuitive push button
controls.

tambient®, the world leader in
task/ambient lighting solutions, offers
unique UV-C technology for destroying
viruses, germs and bacteria, targeted to
work surfaces including raise lower
desks, benches, conference room
tables, private offices, laboratories and
more.

Targetti provides flexible LED solutions
and creative custom solutions that can
meet even the most complex aesthetic
and functional needs for both indoor
and outdoor architectural lighting.

Since 1986 Techlight has been bringing
you the best in landscape lighting
products.

At Studio Lilica we create custom
architectural lighting and luminous
fabric sculptures.

Today, Tech Lighting is the leading
brand for modern decorative and
specification grade architectural
lighting.

Technilum® is tune in to customer
needs to offer innovative products and
collaborate efficiently on high profile
projects.

Our premium lighting systems feature
luminaires designed from the ground
up, and offer a unique combination of
real-world performance, flexibility and
mechanical engineering.

Enduring metals.

The Lighting Quotient™ is a leading US
manufacturer of energy efficient lighting
fixtures that deliver high performance
and enhance the visual quality of
indoor and outdoor architectural
spaces.

Patented LED lighting designed and
developed with an exclusive Tension
LED System.

Two Hills Studio blends metals in
various finishes with glass, acrylic,
mica, and mirror.

Uplight Group imports, promotes and
distributes unique lighting designs to all
market segments in the USA.

For nearly two decades, USAI has been
a recognized leader in the design and
development of high quality and
innovative point source fixtures for the
full spectrum of commercial and
residential projects.

We strive to forge bold, exceptional
experiences through progression and
creative collaboration.

Visionaire Lighting is a leading
manufacturer of high-performance,
specification-grade LED and HID
outdoor lighting fixtures and poles.

EssentialLEDs, our line of linear, panel
and specialty display products.

Though specific stimuli may shift from
time to time, the Vito Selma brand is
quite adamant on its focus on the
natural.

We design and make elegant,
minimalistic yet adaptive architectural
lighting systems that responsibly
enhance public, commercial and
educational interior spaces.

Vyv non-UV antimicrobial light works
around the clock to create cleaner
environments everywhere we live,
work, and play.

Wagner is a leading supplier of
illuminated architectural railing systems
and custom fabricated solutions that
meet the highest standards of quality,
engineering and code compliance.

Waldmann Lighting offers a full line of
high-quality, energy-efficient Lighting
products for a diverse range of
Architectural, Office, Medical and
Industrial applications for both interior
and exterior use.

When bulletproof isn’t enough, it’s time
to look up Wayne::Tyler.

WILA combines functional design and
clean aesthetics with precise and
efficient lighting technology.

Winona® Lighting brings lighting design
visions to life through performance,
quality and architectural style in both
interior and exterior spaces.

YWire Technologies designs,
manufactures and sells lighting control
devices for the commercial buildings
market.

Unique and inventive architectural
luminaires.

Architectural Lighting Alliance
101 Turtle Creek Blvd.
Dallas, TX 75207
214-658-9000
http://www.alatx.com/

Luminaires blend with adjoining
surfaces to create integrated lighting
schemes.

